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Cursive Installation

With this series I address a loss of individual expression due to the elimination of cursive handwriting from the 
public school curriculum. This marks the end of a skill that incorporates controlled, fine motor development, 
which provided an artistic outlet for virtually everyone. Through research, it became evident that other cultures 
have lost touch with this personal form self-expression as well. 
My work is a sculptural legacy to the beauty of Cursive, a collection of diverse languages connected by the 
cursive discipline. As time goes on, the visual impact on viewers will increase, since their familiarity with the 
subject will decrease. 
The components are of black porcelain, created by using a hand-held extruder; this process imitates the 
controlled hand needed for script writing. The sculptural elements are then intermingled with the earthen 
elements to which they will return, offering the prospect of preserving this heritage for centuries to come.

Asexual Series

This sculptural series develops the concept that Asexuality does indeed have a vital place in the world, and aims 
to dispel the stigma of isolation that surrounds it. Asexual beings are autonomous, yet basic to global existence. 
The body of work demonstrates that even though each piece is self-sufficient, when displayed together as part of 
the larger whole, they create a community of peaceful coexistence. 
My process starts with research to avoid redundancy and to develop a rapport with the subject. During this 
initial step, I came upon a Time magazine article titled “Critters So Ugly They Have To Mate With 
Themselves”- yet I found beauty in these creatures and felt they deserved a respectful portrayal. In some 
instances there is a literal interpretation of my subject, while others are an abstract of only the essentials. 
Frequently my work is hand built with an extruder and porcelain, however with this collection, I chose to 
lovingly sculpt my life forms by hand, out of terracotta, and incorporate other media as each piece demands.


